6. Communists continue to be uneasy about UN amphibious intentions in Korea: "According to a report from Supreme Headquarters, the American Pacific Fleet departed Yokosuka, Japan, and is at sea," a North Korean tactical unit on the east coast stated on 7 June. The message added that "scheduled for dawn of 7 June is a plan to make a landing in the vicinity of Wonsan and Tongchon. Therefore you will make preparations for combat." (SUEDE ASAPAC Japan PASAL 810, 16 June 52)
Comment: Although it is possible that this is a training message sent by North Korean units defending the east coast, it nevertheless highlights the continuing Communist fear of UN amphibious action.

7. Another Sino-Korean border point seen used by Communist forces: An unidentified North Korean mechanized unit commander was ordered on 14 June to ascertain whether someone could go "to Supung...to receive (motor cars?)..." (SUEDE ROK Int Grp N Korea, SK-K-245, 15 June 52)

Comment: Supung is a border town near the giant hydro-electric plant on the Yalu River. A vehicular bridge crosses the Yalu in this area. There is no current information on the condition of the bridge. Previously the principal ports of entry for supplies into Korea were Sinuiju, Chian, and Tumen.